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INTRODUCTION

This Annual Report gives an overview on the
main activities carried out by the Centre for
German and European Studies (CGES) at
St. Petersburg State University and Bielefeld
University in 2018.
The mission of the CGES consists in bridging
Russian, German, and European scholars in order to disseminate the highest standards and
the best practices of academic work, to promote high-quality education, and to facilitate
cutting-edge comparative interdisciplinary research.
The Centre’s most important tasks are the following:

•• facilitate academic exchange at all levels,

including undergraduate and postgraduate
students, junior and senior scholars

•• encourage scientific dialogue by organizing

and supporting conferences and workshops,
with a particular focus on the involvement of
junior scientists into international academic networks

•• assist cooperation in the field of education,

support development of joint teaching programmes, empower students and junior academics

•• foster collaborative research, with a spe-

cial emphasis on the engagement of junior
scholars

•• ensure information and outreach through

public lectures, open discussions, publications, and access to the library.

The core activities of the CGES revolve around bidirectional student, lecturer, and researcher exchanges as well as German language teaching.
Scientific dialogue between Russian and European academic communities is supported
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through regular international conferences, research seminars, and workshops, summer and
winter schools for BA, MA, and PhD students,
public lectures, and other events.
In the field of education and teaching, the most
important activities are related to the MA programme ‘Studies in European Societies’, taught
in English at the Faculty of Sociology of St. Petersburg State University.
In terms of research, the CGES concentrates
on interdisciplinary studies of different aspects
of contemporary European societies. All of the
research areas and the projects embedded in
these areas emphasize education and support
for junior scholars.
In addition, the CGES also runs a PhD Fellowship Programme offering financial and organisational support as well as a scholarly programme for up to three selected PhD students
from St. Petersburg universities whose dissertations involve German and European studies,
include field research in Germany and/or other
places in Europe, and fall into one of the CGES
research areas.
We also contribute to the development of German and European studies in Russia with a
number of outreach activities such as consultation for scholars interested in the field, provision of library resources, and delivery of academic publications and publications for the
broader civil society.
Dedicated to both academic quality and social
outreach, in 2018, the Centre’s activities attracted a large number of participants from the
academic field as well as from the broader public. We are pleased to present this insight into
our work.
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MA PROGRAMME
’STUDIES IN EUROPEAN
SOCIETIES’
The core of the CGES education activities is the MA programme ‘Studies in European Societies’, taught at the Faculty of Sociology of St. Petersburg State University since 2004. It includes contributions from other faculties, colleagues representing Bielefeld University, and further educational institutions.

31

MA ‘SES’
student
in 2018

STUDENTS
In 2018, MA ‘SES’ remained the largest MA
programme at the Faculty of Sociology, comprising 31 students, which is around a quarter
of the faculty’s master students. With competition for state-funded university places remaining strong, MA ‘SES’ enrolled 16 new students with outstanding academic and research
achievements, holding BAs in sociology, political science, social work, liberal arts, PR, public
administration, conflict studies, commodity research, cultural science, and related fields.
In summer 2018, eight MA ‘SES’ students successfully defended their master‘s theses.
The programme also welcomed eight international students who participated in academic
exchange programmes for the duration of one
or two semesters. Alongside students from
Bielefeld University, there were also foreign
students from other German and European universities, such as University of Leipzig, University of Bordeaux, University of Bern, and Lund
University, who came to study at SPbSU in the
framework of the Erasmus Mundus Project and
other inter-university exchange programmes.

In 2018, MA ‘SES’ enrolees graduated
from:
•• St. Petersburg State University
•• St. Petersburg Polytechnic University
•• National Research University ‘Higher

School of Economics’

•• St. Petersburg Humanitarian University

of Trade Unions

•• Russian Presidential Academy of Na-

tional Economy and Public Administration

•• Smolensk State University
•• Russian-Armenian University
•• St. Xavier’s College, India
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WINTER SCHOOL
The Winter School is an important part of
MA ‘SES’ that offers first-year students a
chance to get in touch with Germany and Europe in real life and embraces social, political, economic, and cultural aspects reflecting
the four main study pillars of the programme.
In 2018, students became acquainted with
Bielefeld University, the city of Bielefeld itself as
well as with various kinds of local governmental
and non-governmental organisations. For example, students visited the Dr. Oetker company,
the diaconal v. Bodelschwinghsche Stiftungen
Bethel which is an institution caring for people
with both physical as well as psychological impairments, illnesses, and generally people in
need, the Chamber of Commerce, and the po-

litical party Bündnis 90 / Die Grünen. Moreover,
during the stay in Bielefeld, an intensive German language course helped students to obtain
German language skills.
Furthermore, students had the chance to visit cities around Bielefeld such as Detmold and
the Wewelsburg castle and got first impressions of urban diversity in Germany. Then, students travelled to south-western Germany and
stayed at the European Academy of Otzenhausen at the three-way border of Germany, Luxembourg, and France. In the centre of old Europe,
MA ‘SES’ students took part in seminars and
workshops on the Schengen area, commemorative culture in Germany and Russia, as well
as European integration and migration challenges. The programme also included field trips
to the state parliament of Saarland, the European Court of Justice and the Schengen Museum in Luxembourg.

GERMAN LANGUAGE
All first-year students of MA ‘SES’ take part in
the mandatory Winter School in Germany that
features two weeks of intensive German language courses by specialized ‘German as a Foreign Language’ teachers. Throughout the academic year, all MA ‘SES’ students also have the
opportunity to select German language courses
as elective courses.
In addition, in the study year of 2017/2018, German language groups for beginner and advanced levels were set up specifically for the
students of MA ‘SES’.
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INTERNSHIPS
During the master’s studies’ period of two
years, the students undertake a research internship to reflect on the theoretical knowledge they have obtained in their classes from
an application-oriented perspective and to find
an appropriate connection to their master’s
theses. The most popular MA ‘SES’ internship
places are NGOs in Russia as well as international ones.
In 2018, four students did their internships at
University of Heidelberg, the entertainment
services company ‘Klaustrophobie’ in Berlin,
the Institute of Culture and Memory Studies in
Ljubljana, and the Autism Foundation in Helsinki.
Furthermore, in December 2018, the CGES
and University of Plymouth agreed to launch
a new programme of internships for MA ‘SES’
students. The core of these internships is a
six-week collaborative research programme
including practical fieldwork in UK- and EUscaled research projects.
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STUDENT EXCHANGE
In 2018

20

students took
part in exchange

MA ‘SES’ students are traditionally highly active
in their efforts to deepen knowledge of social
sciences and enrich their skills of empirical research by completing parts of their education
at international universities. In 2018, MA ‘SES’
students received financial support from the
new ‘Erasmus+’ and ‘GoEast’ programmes to
go on exchange semesters to different European and Asian universities.
Moreover, сo-operation agreements between
St. Petersburg State University and Bielefeld
University allow students from SPbSU to spend
one semester at Bielefeld University every year.
What is more, six German students as well as a
number of students from other European countries spent exchange semesters at the Faculty
of Sociology of St. Petersburg State University.
Many of them studied within the MA ‘SES’. They
not only participated in educational activities
but also conducted small independent research
projects. The CGES cooperates with the Russian-German Centre at the Faculty of Sociology to supervise and support these students in
St. Petersburg.
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Exchange hosts in 2018:
•• Bielefeld University
•• Leipzig University
•• European University Viadrina

Frankfurt (Oder)

•• University of Helsinki
•• University of Jyväskylä
•• Keimyung University of Daegu, South

Korea

•• Korea University
•• University of Alcala
•• University of Groningen
•• Jagiellonian University
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ENGAGEMENT IN SCIENTIFIC DIALOGUES
The students of the MA ‘SES’ are frequent participants in the events organized by the CGES
and the DAAD. In 2018, representatives of the
programme took part in a biennial conference
of the DAAD centres ‘Envisioning the Future
for Germany and Europe: Zukunftsvisionen für
Deutschland und Europa’, the workshop on ‘International papers writing and publishing’, and
the annual methodological seminar for PhD
students and young scientists. In November
2018, two MA ‘SES’ students and one graduate
were supported by the CGES to join the European Fall Academy ‘Conflict Management in European Crises: Human Rights, Migration, and
Rule of Law’.
The existing cooperation with the network of
DAAD centres also allows MA ‘SES’ students to
participate in various events and programmes
organized by the other centres worldwide. In
2018, MA ‘SES’ students took part in a twoweek academic seminar on ‘Religion and Politics – Conflicts, Contestations, Concepts’ organized by the Haifa Center for German and
European Studies and in the annual conference
‘Transitions, Transactions, Translations: Europe
on the Threshold’, organized by the Graduate
Centre for Europe, University of Birmingham.

The CGES also aims to get MA ‘SES’ students
involved in international research. For instance,
in 2018, St. Petersburg State University and
University of Applied Labour Studies in Mannheim have reached an agreement to conduct a
joint research project on comparative analysis
of the labour market in Russia and Germany
that involves MA ‘SES’ students.

The CGES also encourages MA ‘SES’ students
to engage in preparation and organization of
academic events. For example, in 2018 the students assisted the CGES project managers in
hosting the Joint German-Russian Seminar
‘Russian Spring Academy 2018’ and the International Seminar ‘Challenges of the XXI Century: Labour Processes and Employment Research in Modern Europe’.
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RESEARCH
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The CGES conducts international as well as interdisciplinary research within the promising
areas of German and European studies in relation to social sciences. It initiates and coordinates large-scale international research projects, supports individual research, encourages
academic networking, and seeks to integrate
research with education. It also supports follow-up and public implementation practices.

CGES academic activities are based on the
following principles:
•• Focused research
•• Networking
•• Integrative approach
•• Educational impact
•• Outreach and practical applications

The CGES research activities are conducted
within four main research areas described in
the following subsections.

NETWORK STRUCTURES IN GERMANY, EUROPE,
AND RUSSIA
This research area responds to the growing importance of heterogeneous network structures
which connect individuals, objects, meanings,
organisations, regions, and states in the present-day society. The subsequent transformations in science, education, business, politics,
arts, civic society, and other spheres in Germany, Europe, and Russia require joint efforts of
various scientific disciplines within the international field of network analysis.
The area includes two main research avenues.
The first one jointly studies cultural and social
structures. It focuses on how the evolution of
meaning/knowledge networks is related to the
changes in social networks, which is particularly relevant in the context of knowledge societies
emerging in Europe and in Russia. The second
research avenue revolves around creativity and
innovation, questioning how new ideas emerge,
develop, and get implemented into objects,
structures, and processes. Those questions are
addressed using a network-analytical approach
at inter-personal, inter-group, and inter-organisational levels, comparing knowledge creation
in German, European, and Russian communities
and analysing the spatial embeddedness of these
networks across regions and states of Eurasia.
Up until 2017, research work in this area was
primarily organized as a four-year interdisciplinary international research project ‘Co-evolution of Knowledge and Communication
Networks: Structural Dynamics of Creative Col-

In 2018

4

events
organized

11

presentations
worldwide

10

papers

lectives in European Cultural Capitals’ (20142017, PI: Nikita Basov, CGES), supported by
Russian Foundation for Humanities.
During the project, the researchers gathered
a unique set of longitudinal ethnographic and
textual data on creative collectives located in
five large European cities: St. Petersburg, Hamburg, Barcelona, Madrid, and London.
Driven by the complexity and the richness of the
dataset, in 2018, a successor international anchor project was launched in the area, namely: ‘Dynamic of Sociocultural Network Structures: Analysis of European Creative Collectives’
(2018-2020, PI: Nikita Basov, CGES), supported
by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research.
This study seeks to identify the socio-cultural mechanisms underlying social development
and statistically models sociocultural micro dynamics utilizing the previously gathered dataset
on European creative collectives. The project involves collaborators from Germany, Europe, the
UK, the US, and Australia, as well as a number
of CGES-affiliated researchers and students.
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CREATIVITY,
COMMUNITIES AND
PUBLIC SPACES IN
GERMANY, EUROPE,
AND RUSSIA

In addition, CGES affiliated researchers and
other scholars interested in German and European studies continuously conduct a number
of individual research projects within this research area, getting financial, administrative,
and advisory support for their research activities in Germany and Europe from the CGES.
In 2018, the project ‘Russian computer scientists in the UK: Migration, career and diaspora
knowledge networks’ by Irina Antoshchuk, European University at St. Petersburg and Faculty
of Sociology of St. Petersburg State University
studied Russian-speaking computer scientists
(RCS) as migrant scholars in the UK and their
collaboration with other Russian-speaking researchers.
Mariia Drozdova, Autonomous University of
Barcelona conducted two projects within this
area. The project ‘Analysis of DIY (Do It Yourself)
Trend in Spain’ applied multiple analysis techniques such as interviews, analysis of Facebook
profiles of DIY followers, and focus groups to
describe Spanish DIY consumers’ profile. The
project ‘Social networks of sustainable consumption’ explored networking experiences of
Barcelona residents who apply sustainability
principles to their daily practices.
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This research area involves comparative explorations of European and Russian communities
and public spaces as sites where various actors meet and interact to create new social and
cultural forms. We are specifically interested
in how particular economic, political, and cultural contexts, ideological orientations, cultural and professional backgrounds, and stylistic
preferences of individual actors affect interactions between them, enable emergence and
development of communities, and give life to
new meanings. A wide range of interdisciplinary research fields including social, cultural,
urban, organisational, and cognitive studies are
brought together in the research using networks, systems, social space, as well as constructivist theoretical frameworks and methodologies.
In 2018, the CGES started a new international anchor project within this area: ‘Creation of
knowledge on ecological hazards in Russian
and European local communities’ (2019-2021,
Co-PIs: Nikita Basov and Kseniia Puzyreva,
CGES), supported by Russian Science Foundation. The project aims at understanding
how hazard-related knowledge is created in
the interplay between expert and local knowledge in local flood-prone communities in Russia, the United Kingdom, Germany, the Netherlands, and Italy. The project team includes
researchers based in Germany, France, the
Netherlands, the UK, and Australia, as well
as a number of Russian sociologists based
at St. Petersburg State University, including
CGES-affiliated researchers and students.
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In 2018

5

events
organized

39

presentations
worldwide

22

papers

In 2018, the CGES spin-off, ARTS4CITY studio
(headed by Aleksandra Nenko, the CGES and
the National Research University ‘ITMO’ in collaboration with European National Institutes of
Culture network (EUNIC) and Goethe-Institut
in St. Petersburg) was engaged in the analysis
of online urban data (the project ‘Imprecity’),
field studies of the quality of urban life (a study
on quality of mobile and Internet connection in
Kronstadt), design projects for public spaces
(e.g., the library centre ‘Paustovsky’) and consulting in the field of culture and creative economy (an analysis of the clusters of food venues
in St. Petersburg).
In addition, in 2018, within this research area,
a number of CGES-affiliated researchers and
other social scientists and humanities scholars benefited from financial, administrative, and
advisory CGES-support for their research activities in Germany and Europe. For instance,
the project ‘Cultural institutions as workplaces:
Structural conditions, creative identities in Russia and the UK’ by CGES affiliated researcher
Margarita Kuleva, NRU ‘Higher School of Economics’, explored creative labour in distinct institutional environments.

In the project ‘Social history of Russian Berlin
in the 1920s’ Konstantin Kotelnikov, Institute of
the History, St. Petersburg State University analysed adaptation problems and related delinquent behaviour of Russian emigrants in Berlin
in the period of 1919 – 1933.

The study ‘Urban Aesthetics in Post-Socialist
City with German Past: Practices of Assessing
and Producing Aesthetic Properties of Architecture’, conducted by the CGES affiliated researcher Anastasia Halauniova, University of
Amsterdam, focused on the role of aesthetic
judgement and aesthetic changes of architecture in the city of complex, multi-layered history
of repossession – Klaipeda in Lithuania.
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CIVIL SOCIETY AND PARTICIPATION IN EUROPE
AND RUSSIA
This research area focuses on civil society, as
well as on various kinds of public participation and civic engagement in Germany, Russia,
and Europe. Since the current situation of civil
society and, especially, non-governmental organisations is keenly debated in contemporary
Russia, a better understanding of the role that
NGOs play in society and in international relations is needed. Within the framework of this
research area, these questions are addressed
through the comparison of Russia and Europe,
bringing the Russian case into a comparative
and international perspective.

In 2018, the core research activities in this area
focused on the methodology of the civil society
studies, comparative research of NGOs’ development in the European countries and discussion
of these results with the representatives of civil
society and the broader public in different countries.
Cooperation with the EU-Russia Civil Society
Forum on the annual Report on the State of Civ-
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In 2018

6

events
organized

19

presentations
worldwide

9

papers

il Society in the EU and Russia, headed by Elena
Belokurova on behalf of the CGES and started
in 2016, was continued in 2017 and 2018. The
Reports presenting the research of 2016 and
2017 in four different EU countries and Russia
were published in English and in Russian. They
were also widely disseminated and presented publicly in different Russian and EU cities.
In 2018, the new research on the current challenges for civil societies and their search for
solutions and best practices for the third Report was discussed during the traditional methodological workshop in St. Petersburg. Then,
throughout the year, the empirical research was
conducted with the use of in-depth interviews
and focus groups in four other EU countries:
Ireland, Greece, Czech Republic, Romania, and
Russia. The results were presented during a
public event in St. Petersburg and in the framework of the 13th Conference of the International
Society for Third Sector Research (ISTR) in Amsterdam. In 2018, the permanent Expert Group
of Civil Society Research in the framework of
the EU-Russia Civil Society Forum was established as a result of this cooperation.
Furthermore, several individual projects by
CGES affiliated researchers and other scholars interested in German and European studies
benefited from CGES support in this research
area. For instance, the project by Aleksandr Vasiukov, NRU ‘Higher School of Economics’, focused on ‘Studying the opinions of activists of
Kashubian and Silesian movements in Poland’.
The project ‘Social inclusion – Muslims in Russia’ by Tibor Benedek, Antall Jozsef knowledge
centre Hungary, investigated the attitude of
Russian Muslims towards political and religious
topics.
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EUROPE IN WORLD SOCIETY
This research area focuses on the international dimension of regionalism in a comparative
perspective and, in particular, on the external
relations of the European Union and its role in
interregional settings as well as in global society. While European integration is the most visible and most advanced framework for regional
integration both in economic terms and also in
terms of the preservation of peace and security within its geographical setting, its external
policy dimension still lacks clarity, coherence,
and assertiveness. It becomes very visible in the
fields of security policy and situations of international crisis, but also with regard to different
approaches by the EU and European countries
to particular world regions. This research area
is aimed at analysing Europe’s role and its potential as well as current factors obstructing it
from becoming a coherent international actor.
The core of this research area is the three-year
research and professionalization project ‘Between Stability and Transformation: Regional
and Transnational Cooperation in Central Asia
and between Central Asia and Europe’ conducted at Bielefeld University in cooperation with
the TU Dortmund, which started in 2016 and
was continued in 2018. This project, which at
Bielefeld University is led by Andreas Vasilache
and Chiara Pierobon, approaches regional and
interregional cooperation by putting a particular
focus on the simultaneity and tension between
stability and transformation within the region.

status of the European Convention on Human
Rights and decisions of the European Court of
Human Rights in Germany’ by Yulia Yaluner,
Faculty of Law, St. Petersburg State University.
Another example is the study ‘The role of political generals in Prussian-German history of the
19th and 20th centuries’, conducted by Nikolay
Vlasov, Department of Theory and History of International Relations of St. Petersburg State
University. The project aimed at revealing the
impact of ‘political generals’ on the political and
social development of Prussia-Germany.

In 2018

7

events
organized

18

presentations
worldwide

9

papers

Furthermore, the research initiative focusing on
‘Boundary and Border Studies in World Society’
which started in 2017 with the establishment of
a joint working group of scholars from the ‘Politics and Society Unit’ at the Faculty of Sociology
and the Faculty of Literature and Linguistics at
Bielefeld University in cooperation with the Institute for World Society Studies (IW), worked on
multi-, trans-, and inter-disciplinary research
on the constitution, change, and contestation of
political, social, and cultural boundaries in Europe and beyond.
In addition, several individual research activities
were conducted within this area. One example is the project ‘Constitutional review of the
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The CGES continuously links together early-career and more experienced researchers in its
activities, providing both groups with opportunities for scientific exchange and at the same time
responding to their specific needs. Education of
scholars at the beginning of their careers and
support for interdisciplinary and international networking among them are essential to the
Centre’s agenda.
The main pillar of the Centre’s work with postgraduate students is the CGES PhD Fellowship
Programme. Launched in 2014, the programme
provides academic, financial, and organisational support to up to three PhD students based at
St. Petersburg universities whose dissertations
involve German and European studies, imply
field research in Germany and/or Europe and fall
into one of the main CGES research areas. During a period from one to three years, fellows get
deeply involved in the CGES research, complete
an academic programme, are provided with a
work place at the CGES office in St. Petersburg,
receive access to the CGES and SPbSU libraries
and benefit from organisational, informational, and advisory support. During the fellowship
period, the students work on their dissertations and present their PhD projects progresses
both at the CGES and at international scientific
events. They also participate in organizing CGES
activities and publish results of their research in
Russian and international journals, books, and
conference proceedings.
Kseniia Puzyreva, a graduate of the CGES-supported MA ‘Studies in European Societies’ in 2015,
completed a Research Master in social sciences
at University of Amsterdam later on to return to
St. Petersburg State University and join the CGES
as a PhD Fellow in 2017. Kseniia’s PhD project utilizes an innovative mixed-method socio-semantic
network-analytical approach to examine emergence of knowledge on flood risk management in
regional flood-prone communities. Unveiling the
mechanisms of knowledge creation in such local
settings will allow for a more context-sensitive
flood risk management and increase resilience of
societies to natural hazards.
Two of the CGES PhD fellows who entered the
programme in late 2014, Artem Antonyuk, St. Petersburg State University, and Margarita Kuleva,

In 2018

15

activities for
PhD students

over

170

PhD students
participated
in events

NRU ‘Higher School of Economics’, are by now
established professional scholars engaged in international research and education focused on
Germany and Europe. Both of them are CGES affiliated researchers today, involved in the Centre’s
research and scientific dialogue activities and receiving further support from the CGES – now on
the case-to-case application basis.
Goetz Herrmann published his PhD thesis on
‘Border Management in Europe’, defended the
year before at Bielefeld University’s Faculty of
Sociology with a ‘magna cum laude’ degree.
Aziz Elmuradov continued working on his PhD
project on ‘Competing Narratives of Europe in
Russian Foreign Policy: In Search of Identity
or Policy?’. In 2018, Mr. Elmuradov participated in the PhD-conference at the Zentrum für
Deutschland- und Europastudien (ZeDES) at
Chung-Ang-University in Seoul.
Anatoly Boyashov, MA-graduate of St. Petersburg State University and now PhD candidate
at Bielefeld University participated in the 2018
‘Networks in the Global World’ conference organized by the CGES in St. Petersburg. Mr.
Abraham Yohannes Gebremichael, who works
on a PhD-project on ‘National Identities versus
Cultural Identities: Beta Israel Community’ at
Bielefeld University participated in the conference ‘Religion and Politics – Conflicts, Contests,
and Concepts: Perspectives from Israel, Turkey
and Germany’, organized by the Haifa Center for
German and European Studies (HCGES).
In addition to the PhD Fellowship Programme
the CGES provides methodological training
which offers an international interdisciplinary
perspective and supervision for PhD students.
The CGES summer schools, workshops, seminars, training sessions, and other types of
events for early-career scholars bring German
and European experts to Russia for consultations and intense discussions.
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An essential aspect of the CGES long-term work is the development and intensification of
scientific dialogue between students, early-career scholars, and senior researchers from
Russia, Germany, and Europe. Workshops, conferences, public lectures, summer and winter schools as well as other scientific events comprise the core of the Centre’s activities.

RESEARCH WORKSHOP ‘METHODOLOGY OF
COMPARATIVE STUDIES ON CIVIL SOCIETY IN
THE EU, GERMANY, AND RUSSIA’
PLACE/TIME
CGES, St. Petersburg State University,
February 19-20
ORGANIZING PARTNER
EU-Russia Civil Society Forum
PARTICIPANTS
Scholars from different EU countries and Russia,
NGOs representatives

The workshop was organized to discuss the variety of participatory methods used in civil society
studies in order to agree upon the optimal methods for the annual Report on the State of Civil Society in the EU and Russia. It has been initiated by
the EU-Russia Civil Society Forum, a network of
about 150 NGOs from the EU and Russia, and prepared in cooperation with the CGES since 2016.

The event gathered 14 researchers from the academic and practical fields representing Germany, Czech Republic, Greece, Ireland, Romania,
and various research institutions of St. Petersburg and Moscow.
The elaborated methodology became the basis
for the study conducted by the EU-Russia Civil
Society Forum in five countries in summer 2018:
Russia, Ireland, Greece, Czech Republic, and Romania. This study laid the groundwork for the
third, 2018 Report published in the beginning of
2019 in English and in Russian as both printed
and online versions.

PUBLIC DISCUSSION ‘CURRENT TRENDS
IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF CIVIL SOCIETY
ORGANIZATIONS IN EUROPE: REASONS AND
CONSEQUENCES OF THE NEW CHALLENGES’
PLACE/TIME
German-Russian Exchange in St. Petersburg,
February 19
ORGANIZING PARTNER
EU-Russia Civil Society Forum
PARTICIPANTS
Scholars from different EU countries and Russia,
NGOs representatives

Complementary to the Workshop on the ‘Methodology of Comparative Studies on Civil Society in
the EU, Germany, and Russia’, a public event was

organized at the German-Russian Exchange with
participation of the guest researchers. The panel discussion was dedicated to the current situation with NGOs, civic initiatives, and social movements in Europe. A greater focus was placed on
the state of affairs in Ireland, Greece, and Czech
Republic, which is covered to a lesser extent in
Russian media and research. The experts briefly
overviewed the major trends and threats in civil
society organisations in these countries and the
EU in general.
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JOINT GERMAN-RUSSIAN SEMINAR ‘RUSSIAN
SPRING ACADEMY 2018. TO LEARN FROM THE
PAST FOR THE FUTURE: MEMORY CULTURE
IN GERMANY/EU AND RUSSIA AND COMMON
CHALLENGES FOR BOTH SIDES’
PLACE/TIME
CGES, St. Petersburg State University, March 20-27
ORGANIZING PARTNERS
ASKO Foundation, European Academy Otzenhausen (EAO), Stiftung Deutsch-Russischer Jugendaustausch
PARTICIPANTS
Students from German universities and from St. Petersburg State University

The Joint German-Russian seminar ‘Russian
Spring Academy’ was held in St. Petersburg in
March 2018 for the seventh time, as usual – in
continuation of the Summer European Academy
in Otzenhausen organized with the same German and Russian students in July-August 2017.
The St. Petersburg seminar was dedicated to
different aspects of Russian politics and society.
17 German BA and MA students came from
Bielefeld University, Würzburg University, and
University of Koblenz-Landau to gain a better
understanding of Russian politics, history, society, and culture in an international atmosphere
of mutual learning. In order to further the sustainability of this activity, students of St. Petersburg State University who took part in the
German-Russian Seminar in Otzenhausen also
participated in the Spring Academy.
The programme of the seminar consisted of
lectures given by professors of St. Petersburg
State University, interactive training and group
work as well as excursions to different organisations in St. Petersburg such as the ‘Memori-
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al’ Information Centre, creative spaces, ‘Open
Space for civil societies’ initiatives, Museum of
the Political Prison in the Peter and Paul Fortress, and the German-Russian Exchange.
As part of the Seminar, an open public discussion on the ‘History and Current Views on
Russia in Germany and Europe’ was organized in one of St. Petersburg’s creative spaces.
The German guests Julia Renner, University of Koblenz-Landau, Nora Sefa, University of
Würzburg, and Sebastian Zeitzmann, European
Academy Otzenhausen, presented their visions
of different factors determining the policy of
Germany and the European Union towards Russia, changes of this policy in recent years, as
well as the representation of these changes in
German media, in political and public debates,
and in the public opinion about Russia.
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ANNUAL WORKSHOP ‘METHODOLOGY OF
COMPARATIVE RESEARCH AND PROJECT
DESIGN’
PLACE/TIME
CGES, St. Petersburg State University, March 23
PARTICIPANTS
MA and PhD students from St. Petersburg

Since 2008, the CGES offers an annual methodological workshop for MA and PhD students. It
initially emerged as a reaction to the need for
closer interdisciplinary and international supervision of early-career scholars who are working in the area of German and European studies
which is still a developing field in Russia.

Within the course of the workshop, participants
had the opportunity to take part in a competition for a short research stay in Europe, supported by the CGES. As a result, Yulia Yaluner,
Faculty of Law, St. Petersburg State University,
who presented a paper on ‘Constitutional fundamentals of perception of the Convention for
the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and decisions of the European Court of Human Rights in national legal systems of Russia and Germany’, won a grant for a
research stay at the Free University of Berlin.

In 2018, based on a selection of applications
including a short essay, eight early-career scientists were chosen to participate in the workshop. Presenting their topics within this setting,
students benefited from multidisciplinary discussions with moderators whose background is
in political science, sociology, and history: Tatiana Zimenkova, TU Dortmund, and Verena Molitor, CGES, Bielefeld University.
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SIXTH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
‘COMPARATIVE MEDIA STUDIES IN TODAY’S
WORLD: EMOTIONS vs. RATIONALITY IN
MEDIATED DISCUSSIONS’
PLACE/TIME
School of Journalism and Mass Communications,
St. Petersburg State University, April 17-19
ORGANIZING PARTNERS
School of Journalism and Mass Communications
of St. Petersburg State University, Friedrich Ebert
Foundation
PARTICIPANTS
Russian and international scholars, students, journalists

The sixth international conference ‘Comparative media studies in today’s world’ took place
as part of the Annual Forum ‘Media in the Modern World’, one of the largest events in journalism and mass communications in Russia.
In 2018, the conference topic was ‘Emotions
and Rationality in Mediated Discussions’. The
CMSTW gathered world-leading experts on media psychology, online communication, media

Over

50

presentations
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by

67

scientists

from

12

countries

linguistics, sociology of communication, and
the theory of journalistic text. Keynote speakers
at the conference were Zizi Papacharissi, University of Illinois in Chicago, an author of numerous popular works on the basics of forming
social groups in online discussions, and Karin
Wahl-Jorgensen, University of Cardiff, the author of the book ‘Emotions, Media and Policy’
(2017). Margreth Lünenborg, Free University of
Berlin, chaired a session on the study of emotions in the public sphere where scholars discussed the ‘Affective publics’ project and books
on its results.
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TRAINING ‘EDUCATION AND CAREER IN
GERMANY: HOW TO WRITE MOTIVATION
LETTERS AND CVs’
PLACE / TIME
St. Petersburg, T-Systems, April 23
ORGANIZING PARTNERS
Zentrum für Lehren und Lernen (ZLL), Career Service Bielefeld University, Goethe-Institut in St. Petersburg
PARTICIPANTS
Students and researchers from St. Petersburg

The training introduced participants to the core
principles of writing CVs and cover letters. During the training, participants reflected upon the
challenges that candidates face applying for a
job position or studies abroad and learned how
to present themselves better using knowledge
of the German cultural specifics.

The event gathered people who intended to
pursue a job or apply to a university and for a
scholarship in Germany. Within four hours, the
training therefore covered the following topics:
strategic approach to application process, development of individual competency profiles,
learning how to read and interpret job offers,
correct structuring of a cover letter and a CV.
The training was moderated by the German-Russian team of facilitators, Elena Razumovskaia and Justina Fink.

ROUND TABLE ‘DUAL DIPLOMA PROGRAMMES:
THEORY AND PRACTICE’
PLACE/TIME
Hotel ‘Radisson’, St. Petersburg, April 23
ORGANIZING PARTNERS
DAAD Information Centre in St. Petersburg and Free
University of Berlin
PARTICIPANTS
Representatives of Russian and German universities

The Round Table organized in the framework of
the 15th German Week started with a welcoming speech by the Cultural Attaché of the Consulate General of Germany in St. Petersburg

Pietro Merlo and a presentation by Beate Kolberg, director of the DAAD information centre
in St. Petersburg. During the meeting, heads
of different departments and professors from
Russian and German universities discussed
various issues involved in the implementation
of dual diploma programmes, their advantages
for graduates, methods to attract Russian and
foreign students, and the legal procedures to
adapt such programmes.
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WORKSHOP ‘GENIUS LOCI’
PLACE/TIME
‘Port Sevkabel’ creative space, April 20-22
ORGANIZING PARTNERS
Institute of Design and Urban Studies, ITMO University, ‘Urbanist’ newspaper
PARTICIPANTS
Sociologists, artists, architects from St. Petersburg,
Berlin, and Munich

The international workshop ‘Genius Loci’ was
organized by the CGES spinoff ARTS4CITY studio and partners within the 2018 German Week.
The first day of the workshop featured lectures
by Aleksandra Nenko, CGES and ITMO University, Grace Euna Kim, a Berlin artist, and Michaela Busenkell, a theorist of architecture from
Munich. Speakers discussed what ‘genius loci’ is and what is needed to make urban places
alive and authentic.
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For the practical part of the workshop, four
interdisciplinary teams designed and created wooden installations for the ‘Port Sevkabel’
space. ARTS4CITY, P.SMOL and Dvor project
groups were coordinating the workshops. Tutors familiarized students with the full cycle of
space animation, from the study of the territory to the generation of ideas, design, and creation of installations. In the end, the jury awarded the first place to the project ‘Crane 2.40’, an
interactive installation in a form of a draw-well
which one can use to reach water which is 2.40
m below the edge of the embankment.
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FIFTH INTERNATIONAL NGO FORUM ON
‘WORLD HERITAGE AT RISK’
PLACE/TIME
Hotel Ramada City Centre, Al-Seef, Bahrain, June
22-23
MAIN ORGANIZING PARTNER
World Heritage Watch
PARTICIPANTS
Scholars and civil society representatives specializing in world heritage protection

The forum proceeded with the annual session
of the UNESCO World Heritage Committee. This
time, the event, continuously supported by the

CGES since 2015, brought together about 50 international scholars and NGO-representatives
from 26 countries. The main goal of the conference was to discuss the role of civil societies in
the protection of World Heritage sites in different countries and locations across the world.
Particular attention was paid to the cases considered at risk both by the UNESCO World Heritage Committee and by the local civil societies. After the general plenary presentations,
the participants, divided into three panels, discussed different cases and aspects of World
Heritage protection and values promotion.

SESSION ‘ADVANCES IN SOCIO-SEMANTIC
NETWORK ANALYSIS’ AT THE 38TH
INTERNATIONAL SOCIAL NETWORKS
CONFERENCE ‘SUNBELT’
PLACE/TIME
Utrecht, June 26 – July 1
PARTICIPANTS
International researchers from Europe, Russia, and
worldwide

The session at the main world conference on
network analysis, the INSNA ‘Sunbelt’, was
co-organized with Johanne Saint-Charles,
University of Quebec at Montreal, Iina Hellsten, University of Amsterdam, Adina Nerghes,
Digital Humanities Group, KNAW Humanities
Cluster, and Camille Roth, Sciences Po Paris, as part of the CGES research area ‘Network
Structures in Germany, Europe, and Russia’ for
the third time. It aroused a significant interest
among researchers, with submissions by such
leading scholars as Loet Leydesdorff, University
of Amsterdam, and John Padgett, University of
Chicago.
The regular sessions brought together methodologically innovative and insightful papers ap-

plying socio-semantic network analysis to a variety of issues in Europe, from self-perceptions
of contemporary Greeks to EU climate change
and energy policy-making, from European creative collectives to gossip speeches in Hungary,
from the refugee crisis in Europe to flood management in England, and many more.
During the panels, session presenters were invited to join an open discussion on the topical,
theoretical and methodological issues of socio-semantic network analysis. The first panel opened by Jan Fuhse, Humboldt University
Berlin, focused on ‘Seeking the atomic unit of
cultural meaning’ and discussed theoretically informed ways to capture cultural (shared)
meaning at the elementary level of nodes and
links in socio-semantic networks. The panel on ‘Innovations in socio-semantic network
analysis’ opened by Iina Hellsten, University of
Amsterdam, was concerned with the merits
and limits of methodological innovations in the
analysis of two-mode networks relating to individuals and semantic elements.
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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ‘NETWORKS IN
THE GLOBAL WORLD 2018’
PLACE/TIME
St. Petersburg State University, July 4-6
ORGANIZING PARTNERS
Council of Young Scientists at the Faculty of Sociology, Junior Sociologists Network of the International
Sociological Association
PARTICIPANTS
BA, MA, PhD students and researchers from Russia,
Germany, Europe, and all over the world

The primary goal of the NetGloW Conference
series in St. Petersburg – the largest event on
network analysis in Eastern Europe – is to bring
together networks researchers from around the
globe, to unite the efforts of various scientific disciplines in response to the key challenges
faced by network scholarship today, and to exchange original research results – thus enabling analysis of global social processes as well
as theoretical and methodological advancements.

Academics
from

32

countries

over

200

applications

In 2018, the CGES organized this conference,
now officially endorsed by the International
Network for Social Network Analysis (INSNA),
for the fourth time.
The conference opened with a keynote by one
of the leading social network analysts of the
world, Tom Snijders, who spoke about the often-overlooked factors that contribute to network dynamics, especially in multilevel networks. The keynote was followed by six parallel
sessions on the pivotal issues in the analysis of
online social networks, international organizations’ networks, community networks, valuation networks, and many other kinds of network
structures in Europe worldwide.
The second day of NetGloW’18 featured eight
sessions. Participants presented and discussed their studies of statistical, qualitative,
and mixed methods in network analysis, social networks in the political domain, economic
and trade networks. The day concluded with a
keynote by John Levi Martin from the University of Chicago who used an analysis of interactions between political actors in the Weimar
Reichstag as a starting point to engage in a discussion on the nature of social action, social
relationships, and time – and the related implications for sociological theory and method.
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The concluding day of the conference featured
seven sessions providing participants with an
opportunity to share their expertise on the analysis of science and technology networks, to
discuss network analysis of social and cultural duality, to engage in debates on urban networks and networks in the educational field and
more. The afternoon keynote by Robin Wagner-Pacifici, New School for Social Research,
demonstrated results of her work with Ronald
Breiger and John Mohr analysing international relational networks as presented in the US
National Security Strategy reports. The closing
plenary session was topped off by Peter Bearman’s presentation on innovative research that
synthesized social network analysis and cognitive neuroscience to reveal how popularity can
be predicted from neural responses and implying fundamental implications for social network
analysis at large.
NetGloW’18 reaffirmed its significance and popularity among networks scholars. The next conference will take place in 2020, with a focus on
the new advances and challenges in network
analysis.

Submissions from:
•• Germany

•• Pakistan

•• USA

•• France

•• UK

•• South Korea

•• Netherlands

•• Mexico

•• Hungary

•• Turkey

•• Australia

•• India

•• Canada

•• Egypt

•• Israel

•• Brazil

•• Russia
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SEMINAR SERIES ‘SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT: REGIONAL AND
INTERREGIONAL COOPERATION IN CENTRAL
ASIA’
PLACE/TIME
German-Kazakh-University (DKU) Almaty/Kazakhstan, July 13-14, September 6-8
ORGANIZING PARTNERS
German-Kazakh-University (DKU), Volkswagen-Foundation
PARTICIPANTS
MA- and PhD-Students from Kazakhstan and Central Asian Countries

The seminar series was jointly organized by
Bielefeld University (Germany) and the German-Kazakh University, Kazakhstan under the
supervision of Chiara Pierobon. It constituted Component II of the research-based professionalization project ‘Between Stability and
Transformation: Regional and Transnational

Cooperation in Central Asia and between Central Asia and Europe’ conducted by Bielefeld
University and Dortmund University and funded
by Volkswagen Foundation (2016-2019).
The series consisted of three seminars aimed
at professionalizing researchers from Central
Asia who work on regional and interregional cooperation as well as sustainable development through the provision of intensive training in theories and approaches, methodologies
and methods, and scientific transferrable techniques and skills.
Participants from Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan were selected through
an open call for proposals, also taking into consideration gender balance and the difference
between the academic institutions and degree
of internationalization in the Central Asian region.
This research professionalization activity met
the interests of MA, PhD and Post-Doc candidates as well as those of professors.

1. Seminar ‘Theories and Approaches to
Regional and Interregional Cooperation
and Sustainable Development in Central
Asia’
The seminar focused on theories and approaches on cooperation and integration as well as
towards sustainable development in Central
Asia and their use in the thematic research projects of the selected participants. Several distinguished and well-known experts in the field
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51

participant

of regional and interregional cooperation and
sustainable development in Central Asia were
invited as lecturers. In addition, the participants
presented and discussed their research with
their fellow colleagues and collected feedback
from the senior lecturers in the framework of
four thematic panels.

2. Seminar ‘Scientific and Transferable
Techniques and Skills’
The seminar was conducted by Vera Leberecht
and designed to improve the writing and oral
skills of the participants with a focus on their
specific research projects on regional and interregional cooperation and sustainable development.

3. Seminar ‘Research Methodologies and
Methods for the study of Regional and Interregional Cooperation and Sustainable
Development’
The seminar focused on methodologies and
methods for the study of sustainable development in regional and interregional perspectives.
Particular attention was given to the use, applicability and implications of these methodologies and methods in the participants’ research
projects.
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JOINT GERMAN-RUSSIAN-BELGIAN SEMINAR
‘SUMMER EUROPEAN ACADEMY 2018. POSTELECTIONS, IN A DIFFERENT WORLD.
EU/GERMANY AND RUSSIA: RETURNING TO
BETTER TIMES?’
PLACE/TIME
Otzenhausen, Germany, July 23 – August 2
ORGANIZING PARTNERS
ASKO Foundation, European Academy Otzenhausen,
Centre for Political Education, Stiftung Deutsch-Russischer Jugendaustausch
PARTICIPANTS
BA and MA students from Germany and Belgium,
and BA students from St. Petersburg State University

In 2018, the German-Russian seminar designed
for students took palce in Otzenhausen for the
eighth time. This year, German and Russian
students were joined by two representatives of
Belgian universities (University of Leuven and
University of Ghent).

In 2018

50

applications
considered

32

students from
Germany and
Russia

The goal of the Seminar was to give the participants a comprehensive and deeper understanding of German and EU policies and societies, as
well as EU-Russia relations in an international environment, and to foster mutual learning.
In the framework of the seminar, such topics
as the EU political system, the history and the
future of European integration, mass media,
migration, foreign policy, and international relations were discussed during the lectures and
interactive workshops. Special attention was
paid to the topics of Brexit and the future of the
EU.
The seminar schedule featured excursions to
the Council of Europe in Strasbourg as well as
the Schengen Museum and study trips to the
site of the former concentration camp Hinzert
and to Luxembourg. One of the highlights was a
public discussion dedicated to the German-Russian relations, organized in the city hall of Saarbrücken. The event was moderated by the seminar coordinator Sebastian Zeitzmann from the
European Academy Otzenhausen. The panel discussants were two German political scientists:
Hans-Henning Schroeder from Bremen and
Regina Heller from the Institute for Peace Research and Security Policy at the University of
Hamburg, as well as two students (one Russian,
one German) from the group.
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ROUND TABLE ‘RELATIONAL AESTHETICS OF
URBAN CULTURE’
PLACE/TIME
University of Malta, Valletta, Malta, September 4-7
PARTICIPANTS
Researchers from Russia, Germany, and Europe

The participants of the Round Table organised
within the 10th Midterm Conference of the European Research Networks ‘Sociology of Arts’
and ‘Sociology of Culture discussed artistic and
cultural relational projects carried out in urban
scenography and their potential to generate
novel, alternative or even revolutionary images,

subjects, practices, and settings in the city. Participants presented on a wide range of topics:
aesthetics and ethics of performance and urban
hitchhiking, temporary cultural rehabilitation of
abandoned buildings and cultural acupuncture
of industrial ruins, and the precarious role of
a contemporary artist. Speakers representing
Russia, Finland, Germany, Lithuania, and the
UK tried to conceptualize relational aesthetics
as an engine which drives urban culture.

SEMINAR ‘CHALLENGES OF THE XXI CENTURY:
LABOUR AND EMPLOYMENT PROCESSES IN
MODERN EUROPE’
PLACE/TIME
CGES, St. Petersburg State University, September 7
PARTICIPANTS
Russian and German researchers, MA ‘SES’ students

The seminar provided an intense thinking-in-progress discussion of both theoretical
and methodical issues relating to labour and
employment research in Europe. It presented several directions of research developed
by Russian and European scholars, including

conceptual approaches and empirical applications. Participants discussed their research
in two parts: from theory to method and from
method to empirical applications. The seminar
included a series of presentations focused on
theoretical frameworks and methods of labour
and employment studies in Russia and Germany as well as presentations and discussions on
empirical research in the study of the labour
market, forms of employment, the content of
professional activity, and the state labour and
employment policy.
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PUBLIC DISCUSSION AND WORKSHOP
‘CONTEMPORARY MEDIA AND CIVIL SOCIETY
ACTIVISM IN GERMANY AND RUSSIA’
PLACE/TIME
St. Petersburg, September 17
ORGANIZING PARTNERS
German-Russian Exchange in St. Petersburg, ‘Trava’
educational platform
PARTICIPANTS
Journalists, activists, and students of St. Petersburg

The discussion and the workshop for the Russian academic and civil society communities in
St. Petersburg were organized within the framework of the CGES research area on civil society studies. The invited speakers were two Berlin-based journalists: Eva Müller-Foell, editor
and journalist writing about social policy and
right wing extremism in Germany for Fluter and
Taz, and Nikita Afanasjew, reporter and novelist, who specializes in Eastern Europe, social issues, and urbanization and writes for magazines
and newspapers, such as Tagesspiegel and Vice.

The speakers presented their reflections on the
current changes taking place in media production, dissemination, and influence in the contemporary civil societies in Europe with a special
focus on Germany and Russia.
The participants discussed how civil society can
be included into media production, which role
civic position of journalists plays in their work,
and whether these relations are transforming
due to the development of ‘post-truth’.
The practically-oriented workshop was organized for the acting journalists and activists in
Russia who discussed with the guests their experiences of mutual understanding and collaboration, as well as trained them in communication and media work skills.

10TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SOCIAL
INFORMATICS
PLACE/TIME
NRU ‘Higher School of Economics’, September 25-28
ORGANIZING PARTNERS
NRU ‘Higher School of Economics’, Laboratory for Internet Studies, Association for Computing Machinery
PARTICIPANTS
International researchers from computer science,
informatics, social sciences and management science

The ‘International Conference on Social Informatics’ (‘SocInfo’) is an interdisciplinary venue that
brings together researchers from the computational and social sciences interested in joint research of socio-technical phenomena. The conference proceedings were published in Springer’s
‘Lecture Note Series in Computer Science’.
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Within the 2018 conference schedule, various
workshops and keynote talks offered an opportunity for dissemination of knowledge between
the two academic communities by soliciting
presentations of original research papers and
experience-based case studies in computer science, sociology, psychology, political science,
public health, media and communication studies, economics, linguistics, artificial intelligence,
social network analysis, and other fields that
shed light on the open questions in the growing
field of computational social science.
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FALL MEETINGS ‘HOW DO INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGIES CHANGE EUROPE?’
PLACE/TIME
St. Petersburg, September 27-30

Public lecturers and workshop teachers:

ORGANIZING PARTNERS
German-Russian Exchange St. Petersburg – Berlin,
Heinrich Boell Foundation Russia, Goethe-Institut
in St. Petersburg, Polish Institute in St. Petersburg,
Consulate General of the Netherlands in St. Petersburg, French Institute in St. Petersburg

•• Laura Aufrère, Université Paris 13 -

PARTICIPANTS
Students, teachers, journalists, experts, and activists of St. Petersburg

•• Dominik Tommendal, European Acade-

The ‘Fall Meetings’ are dedicated to current European problems, similarly to the regular public
Fall Meetings in Berlin organized by the German-Russian Exchange for over 20 years. The
goal of the series is to engage the broader public in reflection on the current challenges Europe faces.

Sorbonne Paris Cité

•• Ingmar G. Weber, Qatar Computing Re-

search Institute
my Bayern

•• Coen Bergman, Waag.org, the Nether-

lands

•• Filip Noubel, Prague Civic Centre

•• How Is European Media Changing? Tradi-

tional and social media, post-truth and fake
news, virtual public sphere, new transparency and right for information;

•• How Is European Politics and Government

Changing? New ways of political communication, e-government, e-democracy, electoral campaigns, political control over people,
personal data protection vs. transparency;

•• How Is European Activism Changing? Politi-

cal mobilization and its control, crowdfunding and crowdsourcing, voluntary and activist
engagement, work with open data, IT activism, freedom of expression vs. extremism
and hate speech.

In 2018, the discussions focused on the changes in the social and political life in Europe
caused by the spread of information technologies that have a long-term impact. The Fall
Meetings 2018 included open podium discussions on the following topics:
•• How Is European Labour Changing? Organ-

ization of work, working spaces and times,
new professions and adaptation of education, solidarity economy;

In addition to the open discussions, three additional public lectures and four practical workshops were organized with the guests of the
Fall Meetings in different places and open spaces of St. Petersburg.

350

participants of
Fall Meetings
in 2018
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SECOND SEMINAR OF THE ACADEMIC
NETWORK FOR EUROPEAN SECURITY STUDIES
PLACE/TIME
School of International Relations, St. Petersburg
State University, November 1-2
ORGANIZING PARTNER
School of International Relations, St. Petersburg
State University
PARTICIPANTS
Researchers from Russia, Switzerland, the Netherlands, and the UK, diplomatic representatives, students

The history of the international regime of the
Biological Weapons Convention (BWC) is complicated and controversial. Today, the need to
secure the vitality of the BWC regime has become even more critical. St. Petersburg State
University decided to initiate a discussion about
the possible ways of supporting the BWC re-

gime. The initiative of SPbSU was encouraged
by the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
the Russian Federal Service for Supervision on
Consumer Rights Protection and Human Welfare (Rospotrebnadzor) which have sent their
representatives to participate in the seminar.
The event was also supported by the Board of
the ‘Strategic Studies’ educational programme
and joined by representatives of the Dutch
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Implementation Support Group of the Biological and Toxin
Weapons Convention; the Pugwash Conference
on Science and International Affairs; and King’s
College London. The seminar also involved students and teachers of the programme ‘Strategic Studies’, School of International Relations
and the Faculty of Law of St. Petersburg State
University.

FIFTH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
‘INTERNET SCIENCE’
Over

100

participants

from

13

countries

PLACE/TIME
School of Journalism and Mass Communication,
St. Petersburg State University, October 24-26
ORGANIZING PARTNERS
School of Journalism and Mass Communication,
St. Petersburg State University, Faculty of Applied
Mathematics and Control Processes, St. Petersburg
State University, Centre for Research and Technology-Hellas, Greece
PARTICIPANTS
Russian and international scholars, students, business representatives, analysts

The conference in St. Petersburg, previously held in Brussels and Thessaloniki, gathered
leading scientists who study the Internet from
both technical and socio-humanitarian points of
view. The conference included a plenary podium
discussion on user rights and the possibilities
of social networks in different regions of the
world. It was attended by researchers from China, Austria, Norway, and Russia.
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The conference also featured four international workshops on ‘Detecting Social Problems in
Online Content’, ‘CONVERSATIONS 2018: An International Workshop on Chatbot Research and
Design’, ‘The Future of Decentralized Governance: A Workshop on Encryption, Blockchains,
and Personal Data’, ‘Internet as an Issue: International Workshop on Government and Media
Narratives’.
The conference participants were also able to
attend two tutorials: one by Elena Sherstoboeva
on ‘Internet Regulation’ and another one by Ivan
Blekanov and Alexey Maximov – on ‘Webometrics and Web Analytics’. Following the conference, a volume of papers in the ‘Lecture Notes
on Computer Science’ (LNCS) series was published by Springer.
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INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR ‘EUROPEAN FALL
ACADEMY 2018. CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
IN EUROPEAN CRISES: HUMAN RIGHTS,
MIGRATION, AND RULE OF LAW’
PLACE/TIME
Otzenhausen, Germany, November 4-11
ORGANIZING PARTNERS
ASKO Foundation, European Academy Otzenhausen, Kennesaw State University, Centre international
de formation européenne (cife), Europa-Institut of
Saarland University (EI), Saarbrücken Berg Institute
PARTICIPANTS
MA ‘SES’ students, MA and PhD students from Germany, Russia, the United States, and the UK

The seminar’s education programme was dedicated to such issues as human rights protection, migration processes in Europe, and the
EU refugee and asylum policy. Special attention
was given to the topics of Brexit and the future
of the EU.
The seminar included excursions to the European Parliament and the European Court of
Human Rights in Strasbourg, as well as study
trips to the Schengen Museum, Luxembourg,
Saarland University, Saarbrücken, and Trier.
The programme also featured guided visits to
several memorial places, such as the site of the
former concentration camp Hinzert, the Battlefields of the German-Franco War in 1870-1871,
and the Gestapo Camp Memorial Site ‘Goldene
Bremm’.
One of the highlights was a round table dedicated to the migration policy in practice, organized
together with professionals working with refugees. The event was moderated by the seminar
coordinators Elisabeth Schmitt from the European Academy Otzenhausen and Sherill W.

Hayes from the Kennesaw State University. The
panel discussants were Ghedem Tesfaghergish,
the coordinator of Café Miteinander, St. Wendel,
Eugen Georg, representing the theatre project
for refugees ‘Morgen wird schöner’, Saarbrücken, and a START scholarship holder. The invited
speakers presented their community projects
and shared their personal experience of being
a refugee and/or working with refugees in Germany.
The students also conducted a simulation of the
Brexit negotiations and met Doris Pack, a former Member of the European Parliament.
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INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR ‘GENDERED
(IN)VISIBILITIES: CONTEMPORARY ART AND
CURATORIAL PRACTICE IN RUSSIA AND
EUROPE’
PLACE/TIME
Education Centre of the Garage Museum, Moscow,
November 22
ORGANIZING PARTNERS
University of Leeds, NRU ‘Higher School of Economics’, Garage Museum of Contemporary Art
PARTICIPANTS
Researchers, cultural managers and international
curators from Russia, The Netherlands, Latvia, Finland, and the UK

During this one-day seminar, leading academic
researchers and curators explored the dynamics of gender, its representations in contemporary art, and implications for cultural workers
in the context of Russia and Europe.
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The seminar consisted of three parts. The first
one focused on the Russian context: Garage curator Sasha Obukhova reflected on female curators’ contribution to an institutional history of
Russian art in the 1990s, followed by Margarita
Kuleva, CGES and NRU ‘Higher School of Economics’, a cultural sociologist who shared the
results of her recent ethnographic study of gendered cultural work in Russian institutions. The
second part was devoted to international and
trans-local contexts: cultural scholar and curator Vlad Strukov, University of Leeds, presented
the concept of ‘gender on the move’ while Panos Kompatsiáris, NRU ‘Higher School of Economics’, demonstrated a critical analysis on the
‘curatorial statements’ of international art biennials. The seminar closed with the round table
‘Biennale – Binary?’ joined by international curators and researchers such as Zippora Elders,
the Netherlands, Kaspars Vanags, Latvia, and
Julia Bethwaite, Finland.
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FINAL OF COMPETITION OF SCIENTIFIC
ARTICLES BY JUNIOR SOCIAL SCIENTISTS OF
RUSSIA AND EUROPE
PLACE/TIME
CGES, St. Petersburg State University, November 26
ORGANIZING PARTNER
Council of Young Scientists at the Faculty of Sociology, St. Petersburg State University
PARTICIPANTS
MA and PhD students from Russian and European
universities

In 2018, the competition was conducted for
the fifth time. 15 research papers from Russia, France, Italy, and the UK in various social
science domains including sociology, economics, linguistics, and international relations were
gathered via an open call. Written by MA and
PhD students, the papers covered topical issues
of Russian, German, and other European societies, as well as of international relations be-

tween Russia, Germany, and Europe in general.
In the final part of the competition, six selected authors from France, Italy, the UK, and Russia presented their papers. The prizes for the
best papers were awarded to Eline Helmer, PhD
student of University College London and Lola
Rouze, MA student of University Lyon 3.
The winners received grants to undertake field
research trips to Russia in 2019 in order to collect empirical data and develop their papers
for publication in the CGES Working Papers series. All the finalists took part in the workshop
on ‘Writing and Publishing Academic Papers’
taught by Verena Molitor, CGES, Bielefeld University.

WORKSHOP ON WRITING AND PUBLISHING
ACADEMIC PAPERS
PLACE/TIME
CGES, St. Petersburg State University, November 27
ORGANIZING PARTNER
Council of Young Scientists of the Faculty of Sociology, St. Petersburg State University
PARTICIPANTS
Finalists of the competition of articles by junior social scientists, MA and PhD students

to improve the writing process, e.g. to make a
paper more structured and understandable.
Moreover, essential insights into the logic of reviewing and editing processes in international journals were provided. The participants got
practical experience of peer-review processes
and learned about publishing academic papers.

The workshop for MA and PhD students provided an overview of different strategies to write
and publish academic papers. The teacher and
the participants discussed different strategies
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SEMINAR ‘PROSPECTS FOR THE
STRENGTHENING OF THE BWC AND RUSSIA-EU
COOPERATION IN THE AREA OF BIOSECURITY’
PLACE/TIME
School of International Relations, St. Petersburg
State University, December 1
ORGANIZING PARTNER
School of International Relations, St. Petersburg
State University
PARTICIPANTS
International and Russian researchers, diplomatic
representatives, students

The ‘Strategic and Arms Control Studies’ master’s programme at SPbSU organised this workshop for the second time. The invited international experts were Ralf Trapp, an International
Disarmament Consultant, former Secretary of
the Scientific Advisory Board of the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons in
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1998-2006, retired Ambassador Sergei Batsanov, the Head of the Geneva Office of Pugwash
Conference on Science and World Affairs, and
Alexander Hamilton, the Senior Analyst in the
United Nations Interregional Crime and Justice Research Institute. The guest speakers presented their outlooks on the Chemical Weapons Convention and on the Biological Weapons
Convention. Thereupon, participants discussed
the lessons learned by the Chemical Weapons
Convention regime and why they should be taken into consideration to pave the way for mutual
confidence and trust among the parties to the
Biological Weapons Convention.
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CONFERENCE OF THE CENTRES FOR GERMAN
AND EUROPEAN STUDIES ‘ENVISIONING
THE FUTURE: ZUKUNFTSVISIONEN FÜR
DEUTSCHLAND UND EUROPA’
PLACE/TIME
Sofitel Kurfürstendamm Berlin, December 6-9
ORGANIZING PARTNERS
German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD), International Scientific Council
PARTICIPANTS
MA ‘SES’ students, international scholars from the
DAAD-funded centres for German and European
Studies

Members of the CGES both from Bielefeld University and from St. Petersburg State University took part and were very active in the 2018
conference. With eight participants from the
CGES, including Sayana Tsyrennadmitova, Olga Gerasimova, Anastasia Ivanova, Aliya Belokhodzhaeva, and Sofia Shevchenko, students of
MA ‘Studies in European Societies’, the Centre
was one of the largest delegations taking part
in the conference. Members of the CGES of all
academic career levels were active as paper
givers both in the general and in the graduate
conference, as host in the graduate conference,
poster presenters, forum participants, and discussants. In addition to attending and contributing to the conference programme, the CGES
benefited from extensive networking to initiate
and concretize cooperation activities with other
centres of the DAAD centres programme.
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CONFERENCE AND CLAUSE ‘ABANDONED
BUILDINGS OR PLACES OF CULTURE?’

230

participants

PLACE/TIME
Planetarium No. 1, St. Petersburg, December 15-16
ORGANIZING PARTNERS
Quality of Urban Life Laboratory, Institute of Design
and Urban Studies, ITMO University
PARTICIPANTS
Artists, curators, designers, architects, urbanists,
and representatives of creative spaces

The event focused on the prospects of revitalizing abandoned buildings in St. Petersburg –
historic mansions, former factory premises,
and Soviet ‘houses of culture’ – by means of
cultural projects.

During the conference, urbanists and representatives of creative spaces from St. Petersburg and Riga shared their experiences of tactical and strategic redevelopment of abandoned
buildings.
During the clause, several interdisciplinary
teams supported by representatives of QULLAB, ARTS4CITY, ‘Dvor’, and ‘Archi-klausura’
project teams considered four cases of abandoned buildings in St. Petersburg and proposed
concepts of their cultural revitalization.
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OPEN DISCUSSION ‘LOCAL ACTIVISM:
COMMUNITY, EVENTS AND MEDIA IN EUROPE
AND RUSSIA’
PLACE / TIME
St. Petersburg, December 24
ORGANIZING PARTNERS
German-Russian Exchange in St. Petersburg, ‘Trava’
educational platform, ‘Karpovka’s Friends’
PARTICIPANTS
Civil society activists of St. Petersburg

Participants discussed the problems of urban
activism in Estonia, Russia, and other countries of the Commonwealth of Independent
States. The main speaker was Polina Lyasheva,
a member of the board and the head of cultural
projects of the Estonian organization Lasnaidea,
a community of active residents of the historically Russian-speaking Lasnamäe district of
Tallinn, who strive to make life in the area more
secure and interesting by engaging local community into various activities, such as picnics,

flea markets, film screenings, and therefore,
changing the urban environment. The local
St. Petersburg activist Olga Mnishko, a representative of the ‘Karpovka’s Friends’ civic initiative, commented on the similarities and differences of the Estonian and Russian contexts and
situations by bringing St. Petersburg examples
of community-building at the local level and
sharing the experiences of civic initiatives’ participation in the urban development elaboration.
Rastin Zarkar, a postgraduate student at New
York University and a member of the Ajam Media Collective, co-author of the media project
about the reconstruction and historical appearance of the Sovetsky district in Baku, also took
part in the discussion and commented on the
topic with his experiences and knowledge.
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As an institution focused on research, education, and exchange, the CGES puts
particular emphasis on publication activities in the area of German and European
Studies. Research publications often originate from the CGES research and conference activities, as well as from papers presented at conferences and lectures.

CGES WORKING PAPERS
CGES working papers (ISSN 1860-5680) present work in progress of CGES-related scholars to the international scientific public. The working papers are peer-reviewed and available online.

Polyakova, E., & Kuleva, M. (2018). Cultural employment in Russia and Europe: A comparative
analysis. CGES Working Papers, 1, BielefeldSt. Petersburg.
Gerasimova, O. (2018). Social construction of
memories of terrorist attacks in Russia and
France in the context of the culture of fear.
CGES Working Papers, 2, Bielefeld-St. Petersburg.
Vatulina, I. (2018). Social performance in fan
communities as a mechanism of identity-making (the examples of Russia and Germany). CGES
Working Papers, 3, Bielefeld-St. Petersburg.
Kuklinskaia, D. (2018). Social and political factors of the anti-terrorist legislation development: Cases of the United Kingdom, Germany
and Russia. CGES Working Papers, 4, BielefeldSt. Petersburg.
Kipriushina, L. (2018). Nostalgic representations
of the socialist past in contemporary German
and Russian cinema. CGES Working Papers, 5,
Bielefeld-St. Petersburg.

Vlasov, N. (2018). Political generals in Prussia-Germany: The Waldersee case. CGES Working Papers, 7, Bielefeld-St. Petersburg.
Kotelnikov, K. (2018). Crime in ‘Russian Berlin’
1919 – 1933 (in the context of social-economic adaptation problems of the Russian emigrant
community). CGES Working Papers, 8, BielefeldSt. Petersburg.
Benedek, T. (2018). State of Russian Islam – Politicization and Religiosity. CGES Working Papers, 9, Bielefeld-St. Petersburg.
Antoshchuk, I. (2018). A new conceptualization
of diaspora knowledge networks: at the intersection of migration and science studies. CGES
Working Papers, 10, Bielefeld-St. Petersburg.
Yaluner, Y. (2018). Constitutional review of the
status of the European Convention on Human
Rights and decisions of the European Court of
Human Rights in Germany. CGES Working Papers, 11, Bielefeld-St. Petersburg.

Halauniova, A. (2018). Languages of Beauty and
Languages of Ugly. The Aesthetic Valuation and
Devaluation of Architecture Made by Architects,
City Officials and Activists. CGES Working Papers, 6, Bielefeld-St. Petersburg.
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OTHER CGES PUBLICATIONS
Akifyeva, R., & Alieva, A. (2018). The influence
of student ethnicity on teacher expectations
and teacher perceptions of student warmth and
competence. Psychology in Russia: State of the
Art, 11 (1), 106-124 (in Russian).
Albert, M., & Vasilache, A. (2018). Governmentality of the Arctic as an International Region. Cooperation and Conflict, 53 (1), 3-22.

Bartz, J., Delucchi Danhier, R., Mertins, B.,
Schüppel, K. C., Welzel, B., & Zimenkova, T.
(2018). On the way to relocation: language, object culture and religion in transcultural Germany. In B. Welzel & S. Hussmann (Eds.)
Challenges of Heterogeneity and Diversity in
Teacher Education (pp. 179 – 194). DoProfil (Arbeitstitel) Waxmann (in German).
Basov, N. (in press). The Ambivalence of Cultural Homophily. Field Positions, Semantic Similarities, and Social Network Ties in Creative
Collectives. Poetics.
Basov, N. (2018). Socio-Material Network Analysis: A Mixed Method Study of Five European Artistic Collectives. Social Networks, 54, 179-195.
Basov, N., & Minina, V. (2018) Personal Communication Ties and Organizational Collaborations
in Networks of Science, Education and Business. Journal of Business and Technical Communication, 32 (3), 373-405.
Basov, N., De Nooy, W., & Nenko, A. (2018). Local
Meaning Structures: A Mixed-Method Socio-Semantic Network Analysis. arXiv: 1807.06623.
Belokurova, E., & Vorobyev, D. (forthcoming)
Overcoming Depoliticization: The 2014 Local
Electoral Campaign in St. Petersburg. International Journal of Politics, Culture and Society.

Antonyuk, A. (2018). The Changing Meaning of
Privacy in Information Technology Debates: Evidence from the Internet Governance Forum.
Lecture Notes in Computer Science, 11193, 92100.
Barranco, O., Lozares, C., & Muntanyola-Saura, D. (2018). Heterophily in social groups formation: a social network analysis. Quality &
Quantity: International Journal of Methodology,
Springer, 53(2), 599-619.
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Beuter, C., Schlegel, S., Vennmann, S. & Zimenkova, T. (2018). TU@ Adams Corner – Political
science content in international classes as a
challenge and opportunity for political didactics? Politischer Lernen, Vol. 3-4, 65-68 (in German).
Brennecke, J., & Stoemmer, N. (2018). The Network-Performance Relationship in Knowledge-Intensive Contexts – A Meta-Analysis and
Cross-Level Comparison. Human Resource
Management, 57(1), 11-36.
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Chernysheva, L. (2018). Bikesharing out of a cycling policy: a new urban infrastructure and the
relation between the mobile policy and technology. The Journal of Sociology and Social Anthropology, 21(3), 170-200 (in Russian).
Doempke, S. (Ed.) (2018). World Heritage Watch:
Report 2018. WHW.
Estany, A., Muntanyola, D., & Casacuberta, D.
(2018). The relevance of cognitive resources in
a synchronized swimming training: the case of
scaffolding and affordances. ArtefaCToS. Revista de estudios sobre la ciencia y la tecnología,
7(1), 51-73 (in Spanish).
Flügel-Martinsen, O., Kramer, K., & Vasilache, A.
(2018). Border processes in world society: theoretical remarks on the concept of the border.
Berliner Debatte Initial, 29 (1), 12-25 (in German).
Grigoryeva, I., Zemnukhova, L., & Tykanova, E.
(2018). What do sociologists worry about: 25
years of St. Petersburg Association of Sociologists. Sociological studies, 4(408), 161-163 (in
Russian).
Harvey, B., & Belokurova, E. (Eds.) (2018). Report
on the State of Civil Society in the EU and Russia - 2018, EU-Russia Civil Society Forum (in
English and in Russian).
van der Hel, S., Hellsten, I. R., & Steen, G. J.
(2018). Tipping points and climate change: metaphor between science and the media. Environmental Communication, 12(5), 605-620.
Herrmann, G. (2018). Reflexive Sicherheit, Freiheit und Grenzmanagement in der Europäischen Union: Die Reterritorialisierung emergenter Bedrohungsgefüge. Wiesbaden: SpringerVS
(in German).
Karapetyan, R., & Nikiforova, O. (2018). Youth in
the Labour Market of St. Petersburg: Dynamics
of Key Indicators. Vestnik MIRBIS, 14(14), 124131 (in Russian).

Koch, M., & Geiger, M. (2019). World Organization in Migration Politics: The International Organization for Migration. Journal of International Organizations Studies, 9 (1)

In 2018

63

publications

Kotelnikov, K. (forthcoming). Crime in ‘Russian
Berlin’ 1919-1933: Underworld of emigration in
the context of socioeconomic adaptation. Jahrbücher für Geschichte Osteuropas (in German).
Kotelnikov, K. (forthcoming). The number of
Russian first ‘wave’ emigration in Germany and
‘Russian Berlin’ in the 1920s. Herald of the archivist (in Russian).
Kuleva, M. (forthcoming). Turning Pushkin Museum into ‘Russian Tate’: Informal Creative Labour in Transitional Cultural Economy (the Case
of Privately Funded Moscow Art-centres). International Journal of Cultural Studies, 1-17.
Kuleva, M. (2018). Cultural Administrators as
Creative Workers: the Case of Public and Nongovernmental Cultural Institutions in St. Petersburg. Cultural Studies, 32(5), 727-746.
Menshikova, A., Maglevanaya, D., Kuleva, M.,
Bogdanova, S., & Alekseev, A. (2018). Art critics
and art producers: interaction through the text.
Communications in Computer and Information
Science, 858, 113-124.
Muntanyola-Saura, D., & Sánchez-García, R.
(2018). Distributed Attention: A Cognitive Ethnography of Instruction in Sport Settings. Journal for the Theory of Social Behaviour, 48(4),
433-454.
Nenko, A., & Petrova, M. (2018). Emotional Geography of St. Petersburg: Detecting Emotional
Perception of the City Space. Communications in
Computer and Information Science, 859, 95-110.
Nenko, A., Konyukhov, A., & Mityagin, S. (2018).
Urban Data and Spatial Segregation: Analysis of
Food Services Clusters in St. Petersburg, Russia. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, 10862,
683-690.
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Nerghes, A., Kerkhof, P., & Hellsten, I. (2018).
Early public responses to the Zika-virus on YouTube: Prevalence of and differences between
conspiracy theory and informational videos. In
WebSci‘18: proceedings of the 10th ACM Conference on Web Science: May 27-30, 2018, Amsterdam, Netherlands (pp. 127-134). New York,
NY: Association for Computing Machinery.
Nikiforova, O. (2018). The Public Nature of Employment: A Sociological Approach. Theory and
Practice of Social Development, 1(119), 30-34
(in Russian).
Nikiforova, O. (2018). V. Elmeev in the memory
of followers. Vestnik of Saint Petersburg University. Sociology, 11(1), 4-11 (in Russian).
Nikiforova, O., Tarando, E., Mishalchenko, Y., Borisov, A., Pruel, N., & Malinina, T. (2018). Strategies for Cooperation Between Business and
Higher Education for Attracting Graduates to a
Large Enterprise of an International Corporation in the Conditions of a Russian Monotown.
Espacios, 39(10).
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Pivovarov, A., & Tkachuk, D. (forthcoming). Capitalization of physicality in a modern music video. Discourse, 2 (in Russian).
Rohde-Abuba, C. (2018). The discourse on male
‘refugees’ as ideal workers in public and private stationary elderly care in the context of the
current care crisis in Germany. EUI Working
Papers, Robert Schuman Centre for Advanced
Studies, Global Governance Programme,
RSCAS 2018/48.
Romasanta, A., van der Sijde, P., Hellsten, I. R.,
Hubbard, R., Keseru, G., van Muilwijk-Koezen,
J., & de Esch, I. (2018). When fragments link: A
bibliometric perspective on the development of
fragment-based drug discovery. Drug discovery
today, 23(9), 1596-1906.
Rudikowa, L., Denilchik, V., Savenkov, I., Nenko,
A., & Sobolevsky, S. (2018). General concept of
the storage and analytics system for human migration data. Communications in Computer and
Information Science, 858, 266-276.

Petrova, M., & Nenko, A. (2018). Urban Emptiness as a Resource for Sustainable Urban
Development. Management of Environmental
Quality: An International Journal, 29(3), 388-405.

Schierjott, I., Brennecke, J., & Rank, O.N. (2018).
Entrepreneurial Attitudes as Drivers of Managers’ Boundary-Spanning Knowledge Ties in the
Context of High-Tech Clusters. Journal of Small
Business Management, 56(1), 108-131.

Pierobon, C. (2018). The Development of Civil
Society in Post-Soviet Kyrgyzstan: An Analysis
of the National and International Context. Annali di Ca’ Foscari. Serie orientale, 54 (1), 107133.

Shatalova, A., & Tykanova, E. (2018). Informal
practices of the public hearing participants (the
case of Saint Petersburg. The Journal of Sociology and Social Anthropology, 21(4), 63-84 (in
Russian).

Pivovarov, A. (2018). Sociological Interpretation
of ‘System’ Model of Creativity M. Chiksentmichayy. Information-Communication-Society,
1, 271-276.

Tykanova, E. (forthcoming). Modern studies
of Russian cities. In G. Eremicheva (Ed.), The
transformation of the Russian city: the daily and
working life of citizens (in Russian).

Pivovarov, A. (forthcoming). Sociology of the
body in search of a disciplinary identity. Sociological Journal, 3 (in Russian).

Tykanova, E., & Khokhlova, A. (forthcoming).
The family context of housing loans in Russia:
the case of mortgage holders. In G. Eremicheva (Ed.), The transformation of the Russian city:
the daily and working life of citizens (in Russian).
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Tykanova, E., & Khokhlova, A. (forthcoming). Social configurations of urban communities: Russian and foreign experience. In G. Eremicheva
(Ed.), The transformation of the Russian city:
the daily and working life of citizens (in Russian).
Tykanova, E., & Khokhlova, A. (forthcoming).
Grassroots urban protests in St. Petersburg:
(non)participation in decision-making on the futures of city territories. International Journal of
Politics, Culture and Society.
Vasilache, A. (2018). Entgrenzung. In R. Voigt
(Ed.), Handbuch Staat (pp. 1695-1705). Wiesbaden: SpringerVS (in German).
Veselov, Yu. V., Nikiforova, O. A., Jin, Ts., Karapetyan, R. V., Lebedintseva, L. A., Smelova, A. A.,
... Sabirov, I. V. (2018). Sociology of nutrition and
public health. St. Petersburg: Skifiya-print (in
Russian).
Vlasov, N. (2018). Alfred von Waldersee. Issues
of history, 8, 26 – 41 (in Russian).
Vlasov, N. (forthcoming). Alfred von Waldersee’s
chancellor ambitions: the problem of a personal diary as a historical source. Petersburg historical journal, 1 (in Russian).
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CONCLUSION

In these challenging times, the CGES is persistent in maintenance and advancement of cooperation, exchange, and understanding between
Russian and German academic landscapes.
In 2018, the ties established by the CGES were
deepened and developed through its public
presence, engagement of scholars in the field
of German and European Studies, and institutionalisation of teaching, education, and supervision programmes at MA and postgraduate
levels.

In 2018

1270
people
involved

The MA ‘SES’ programme is attracting fulltime students with different educational backgrounds and research interests yet shared
proficiency and genuine interest in European
studies. In 2018, 16 new highly qualified and
motivated students joined the programme and
eight students successfully graduated defending relevant and well-grounded research projects. MA ‘SES’ remains the largest MA programme at the St. Petersburg State University
Faculty of Sociology. The exchange of students
between Germany and Russia was also actively supported in 2018. In total, five Russian and
five German students were supported by the
CGES to study at the exchange university – either Bielefeld University or St. Petersburg State
University, respectively. In addition, the ‘Erasmus+’ cooperation supported the exchange of
both students and scholars between both universities.
In 2018, the CGES successfully continued its
PhD Fellowship Programme based at St. Petersburg State University. The programme fellows participated in the CGES research, events,
and publications preparation. In 2018, over 170
PhD students took advantage of participation in
different CGES activities.
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Hundreds of researchers, professors, students,
PhD students, experts, creative professionals,
and active citizens from Germany, Russia and
many other countries of Europe and worldwide
were involved in the international scientific dialogue facilitated by the CGES in 2018.
The CGES also maintains multidisciplinary cooperation with many universities and institutes
in Russia and Germany. In 2018, the Centre furthered its networks through active cooperation
with many German, Russian, and European academic and public institutions.
Finally, in 2018, the CGES underwent an evaluation and received five more years of support
from the DAAD. The CGES is grateful for the
further support for our manifolds programmes
and activities in German-Russian teaching, research, and exchange.
The activities of the CGES will remain exchange-oriented in order to support and to
strengthen international, especially German-Russian, contacts of students, researchers, and lecturers. The CGES will continue to
enhance research in the field of German and
European Studies, support senior scholars in
interdisciplinary research in this field and provide early-career scientists with supervision,
methodological training and academic networking support.
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